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What I'm going to talk about

Quantum measurement

●What is it?

●Measurement problem

●Subjectivity of the Born rule

●What is the role of time?

●Quantum metrology
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What is a quantum measurement?

Quantum measurement

def: extraction of (classical) 
information from a quantum system

meas apparatus
|y> |y'>

m
outcome

system after meas

basically: a system-memory interaction 
(a correlation) (memory=where m is stored)

classical OR quantum: 
doesn't matter
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What is a quantum measurement?

Quantum measurement

technicalities 

redundancy:  memories are redundant: 
avoids the “which basis problem” and triggers 
decoherence through q. Darwinism.

“Apparatuses are big”

no need for consciousness: a fully 
automated (stupid) apparatus can perform a 
measurement. The moon is there even if we don't look at it.
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Importance of the memory

all we know of the world comes from 
a measurement and is in a memory

“The past is present memory”  
Sidney Coleman  (paraphrasing St. Thomas)

We cannot directly compare things at different times, but only different 
records at the same time. We cannot know the past except through its 
records in the present, so it is only present records that we can really test. 

Don Page

“The past exists only insofar as it 
is recorded in the present”  

John A. Wheeler
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measurement problem

Quantum mechanics
1. States postulate

2. tensor product postulate

3. Schroedinger eq: an isolated q system evolves unitarily 
    (hence reversibly and deterministically).

4. Measurement postulate: during a measurement the 
probability of an outcome is the Born rule

Born rule vs. “collapse” of the wave fn

Born rule: the outcome      of an observable
                         is obtained with a probability

Collapse: after a measurement with result 
the system state transforms as:

independent? NO!
B.R.+ collapse

[Ozawa quant-ph/9705030]

Parenthesis
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example: scientist in a box 
(extreme Schroedinger cat)

measurement problem

same process, two descriptions:
internal observer: non isolated
external observer: isolated

Alice's lab
Bob's point 
of view

U

whether the scientist sees a 
definite outcome depends on who 

you ask. Alice: yes, Bob: no
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measurement problem

then the Born rule cannot be 
objective, must be subjective!!

whether a system is isolated or not 
depends on the observer!!
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more rigorous: FR theorem  
[Frauchiger, Renner, arXiv:1604.07422 (2016)]

fancy way of saying it (Matt Leifer):

quantum states are perspectival

Masanes 
version

(from Matt's slides):

contradiction: qm must violate 
Bell inequalities!
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way out:
if we erase the memory, the 

measurement hasn't happened
(remember the importance of the memory in a measurement)

person going through a double slit 

If he remembers where he passed, no interference. If he doesn't, can 
we say that he passed through one slit? If so, which one?
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measurement problem

Preposterous!!!   Alternatives?

Yes: the observer is not described by 
           q mechanics (it's not a q system)

by what is it described, then?

need a theory that incorporates 
classical mechanics (interface problem)

we'll keep unmodified qm for the rest of the talk

e.g. spontaneous localization     GRW, etc.
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measurement formalization

Back to the measurement...

meas apparatus
|y> |y'>

m
outcome

system after meas

can we formalize this 
transformation?

Yes (von Neumann)

use 2 stages
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(Born rule takes over)

U

measurement formalization
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connection to my research

Timeless quantum mechanics 
and measurements: 

Rovelli's evolving constants of motion

quantum GR: Wheeler-De Witt equation

the universe is in a ground state of the Hamiltonian: 
no evolution? 

evolution is relational: one part evolves with respect to the rest

what about measurements? can they be treated relationally? 
Even the collapse?

YES!!!!YES!!!!
connection measurement-time problem. Ask for details...

[PRD 92, 045033]



  

connection to my research

Quantum measurements: only 
foundational relevance?

No! Practical aspects of 
q. technologies: 

Quantum METROLOGYQuantum METROLOGY
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Metrology: estimation of a parameter, through measurements.

Quantum Metrology: estimation of a parameter with increased precision
                    (thanks to quantum effects, e.g. entanglement)

Usually:          enhancement: the error goes as 

The estimation is always performed by averaging over        

measurements, so that (central limit theorem), the error of the 

average goes as  

What is quantum metrology?
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 010401 (2006)
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An example:

Measuring the phase in 
an optical interferometer



  

BS

Classical 
strategy:

each of the N photons is treated 
independently in the interferometer

Quantum 
strategy:

“magic” BS

the N photons are “collectively” 
employed (i.e. they are entangled) in 

the interferometer

x N



  

estimation of a phase     from a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
[or a Ramsey interferometer or a discrete FT, see Rosetta stone: J. Mod. Opt. 49, 2325 (2002)].

Beam 
splitter:

Phase 
shift:

and the variance of the mean (from the variance of a binomial): 

so that from error 
propagation:

Example

         photons at the input A                 at output C    
       and                   at output D. What's    ?

   



  

ENTANGLEMENT does it better!!

Instead of using       times the state                  in the 

interferometer, use ONCE the     photon state:

Now, the overlap between input and output states is:

N.b. We are  using a “modified” MZ: the necessary 
state cannot be obtained from a conventional beam splitter.

a
n
d

A        gain over the classical strategy!!!!!



  

What did I talk about

Quantum measurement

●What is it?

●Measurement problem

●Subjectivity of the Born rule

●What is the role of time?

●Quantum metrology

role of memory



  

Take home message

Measurement: 
correlation between 

q system and memory 

Lorenzo Maccone
maccone@unipv.it
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